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NEW HOME IN SHEFFIELD FOR COUNTY FA 

The SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE COUNTY FA moved to new accommodation in Sheffield soon 

after the start of the current season. The new administrative hub for the County FA is much better 

situated than the former Office hidden away in the back-streets of Shalesmoor. 

You will now be able to reach the County FA Offices very easily from the Meadowhall Transport 

Interchange, which is less than two minutes’ walk away. 

Clegg House is now at 204 Meadowhall Road, Sheffield, S9 1BN and stands alongside the River 

Don immediately across from the Oasis section of the Shopping Complex. The telephone number is 

01142615500, and the e-mail contact is: info@sheffieldfa.com    Office hours are Mondays to 

Fridays inclusive between 8.30 am and 4.30 pm. 

 

***** ASSAULTS ON REFEREES ***** 

 
All incidents of ASSAULT on Match Officials must be reported with immediate effect to the RA Head 
Office to be recorded. It will be at the Head Office where all incidents will be collated in the future. 
RA Board Member John Wilson, based in Yorkshire, has replaced Eddie McGrath as this area’s 
‘Board Buddy’ from the beginning of the current membership year. 
Please inform John as well as the Office when any assaults occur, as the Office always checks with 
him to clarify if any such assaulted referee is a current member of the RA. The records of membership 

are his responsibility. 
If you are subjected to an assault while carrying out your match official’s duties, you are also advised 
to make sure your Society Secretary and the County RA Secretary, Phil Woodward, are kept 
informed as soon as possible. Phil can be contacted on 07984170510 or via paw383@hotmail.co.uk  

 

 

BEST WISHES, RON! 

We send our best wishes for a full recovery to County RA Immediate Past President RON 

SKIDMORE, after he suffered a stroke towards the end of October. 

mailto:tedring@blueyonder.co.uk
mailto:info@sheffieldfa.com
mailto:paw383@hotmail.co.uk
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JOINING THE REFEREES’ ASSOCIATION 

We wonder how many referees ever give much thought to the value of becoming Full Members of the 

Referees’ Association, as distinct from remaining as Associate Members. .Apart from the obvious 

advantages you will gain by meeting your colleagues regularly at monthly society meetings and 

learning the tricks of your trade from other referees, assessors and anyone else who has ‘been there 

and done that’, you can actually save yourself a lot of money at the same time as you gain excellent 

knowledge and experience. In a recent issue of RA News, which is available from your society 

secretary, there was a neat and simple summary of the financial value of your FULL RA 

MEMBERSHIP. Here is what it said --- 

SUMMARY OF CASH VALUE OF RA MEMBERSHIP 

We often hear of complaints: what does the RA do for me? Why do I pay £12? 

For an annual national RA subscription of £12 for an adult, the potential gains are: 

 RAFA Incentive Scheme potential profit to member: £55.50 

 RA Conference non-member cost: £25.00 

 Accident Management non-member cost: £30.00 (minimum) 

 Constant legal helpline non-member cost: £45.00 (minimum) 

Total member benefit / profit: could be £155.50 

And don’t forget the added bonuses that are there: 

 Benevolent Fund membership 

 RAshop discounts for your supplies 

 Paris Smith legal fees discounts 

NOT A BAD DEAL FOR A £12 MEMBERSHIP FEE, IS IT? 

 

Remember also that your County FA highly recommends RA membership to all its referees 

 

COUNTY REFEREES’ COMPETITIONS 2014- 2015 

Bob Ayre, County RA Treasurer and a stalwart of Doncaster Referees’ Society, has confirmed the 

date for this season’s County RA Quiz as Monday 19 January 2015. It will again be in Doncaster 

and the Quizmaster will once more be David Bennett. We look forward to YOUR society entering a 

team for this always enjoyable and educational event. 

Please note that there will be neither the JB Holland Trophy eleven-a-side competition nor the County 

Five-a-Side competitions taking place this season. 
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Quick Challenge for referees! 

The physio enters the field of play without your permission when he sees one of his 

players lying injured on the ground. By the time you assess the extent of the injury, the 

physio is starting to treat the player. You realise at once that the player is indeed injured 

and needs treatment. 

This happens midway through the second half of the game. The physio has caused you no 

trouble whatsoever in the earlier stages of the game. 

How are you going to deal with the situation? Will you say anything to the physio? If so, 

exactly what words will you use to him, and at what precise moment? 

 

A SPEECH TO MARK THE END OF ONE ERA AND THE START OF ANOTHER 

Howard Webb MBE, a Life Member of Rotherham and District Referees’ Association, was guest 
speaker at his own Associations’ meeting on Thursday 4 September 2014. 

Howard spoke to a packed function room at the Fitzwilliam Arms Hotel about ‘A Life in Football – A 
Referees Perspective’ during the first part of the evening and about ‘FIFA World Cup 2014 – A 
Referees Perspective’ and his new job as the PGMOL (Professional Game Match Officials Limited) 
Technical Director during the second half. The whole evening was interesting, informative and an 
excellent County RA Event which was very well received by referees, friends, colleagues and guests 
from across the County. 

On conclusion of Howard’s presentations Roger Reade, the General / Company Secretary of the 
Sheffield and Hallamshire County FA, presented Rotherham RA with an engraved crystal decanter to 
mark Rotherham’s Centenary.  

. 

  

Rotherham RA and RAFA Youth Council Member Natasha Wilson gave a Vote of Thanks to Howard 
Webb. 
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Rotherham RA Secretary Phil Woodward presented Howard Webb with engraved crystal ware and his 
25 Year Rotherham RA Membership Certificate. Howard qualified as a Referee and joined the RA in 
1989.  

                                                                                                                           

 

 

Rotherham RA’s Chairman Phil Clough (left) and Secretary Phil Woodward (right) accepting the kind 
gift on behalf of the Rotherham RA from Roger Reade, General Manager of the Sheffield and 
Hallamshire County FA. The gift took the form of an engraved crystal decanter marking the Centenary 
of the Rotherham Association in 2014. 
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THE CANCER THAT CAN KILL 

 

DISSENT is a cancer that can kill a referee’s career just as quickly as it can kill a single 

game of football. The referee who consciously makes the decision to simply ignore 

dissent in his games should be ready to say goodbye to any real prospects of career 

advancement. 

As a referee, you can never afford to simply turn a deaf ear to dissent. If you do, there 

is a strong likelihood of trouble arising later in the game. What is more, if you are a 

referee in the earlier stages of your career and thus officiating mainly in your local 

area, it is wise remember that reputations don’t just follow you around --- they go 

ahead of you. You turn up to referee, and as sure as eggs are eggs, somebody will 

know about you. It will be known whether you are a weak-minded referee who never 

challenges the use of dissent. It will also be known, that you might just be the person 

who will definitely be intolerant of dissent. So here’s a simple question for you: which 

of those reputations would you prefer to have? 

The more you think deeply about dissent and all that it implies, the better referee you 

will become. The Laws of the Game tell you what powers and duties come under your 

remit, and presumably you will be aware of them. But there is nowhere in the Laws 

where it specifically tells you that you should ignore dissent. Sensibly, therefore, you 

will try to prepare yourself early in your career with the whistle to try to cope 

effectively with those players who show dissent. 

One particular game that caused problems for the referee 

Let me digress for a moment and tell you about a game I watched earlier this season. 

It was a Contributory Level referee of many years standing who created a few 

problems for himself by his inconsistent approach to comments of disagreement with 

his decisions. In the latter stages of the game he took exception to a fairly quiet 

comment from a player who had just been denied a goal for what most experienced 

viewers would have described as a dubious infringement. The player who made the 

comment pobably overstepped the mark and used the wrong type of language, and 

he was dismissed from the field. Several of his colleagues were not slow to point out 

to the referee that he had spent three-quarters of the game doing absolutely nothing 

about the opposing team’s manager who had wandered around, often well outside 
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his technical area, shouting loud dissenting comments filled with obscene language. 

Is there any surprise that the referee had a rough ride for the remainder of the game? 

I think not! 

Adopt a positive approach 

Taking decisive action about dissenting comments does not, for every good referee, 

imply that every incident of dissent must be officially cautioned. Such an approach 

would ruin the game. But, taking effective action means that you are not only likely to 

maintain proper control; it also means that you will probably earn the respect that 

you need from both sets of players. There are many occasions when a firm word will 

have the desired effect. It does not always need to be a very public word of advice; it 

can often be a fairly discreet one in the ear of the offender. Note, however, that it 

needs to be a firm word of advice, not a wishy-washy, meaningless one. Some 

dissent, of course, needs absolutely firm, no-nonsense treatment, with the offender 

being properly cautioned. 

As you gain experience in refereeing you will come to gauge fairly well when you 

need to be tough and when you can get by with effective man-management. One of 

the best ways to learn is to find a mentor --- a referee of mature experience and who 

has a reputation for common-sense refereeing --- and to discuss dissent with him so 

that you learn something useful every time you speak with him. 

Another way to learn how to cope with dissent is to join your local referees’ 

association, attend its meetings and perhaps ask the chairman or training officer if a 

session on controlling dissent can be included in the next meeting’s agenda. It is for 

such things as this that The Referees’ Association exists, and it is for such reasons that 

every referee needs to be an active member. 

Different kinds of players who might show dissent 

Every game of football accommodates players who come onto the field in a different 

frame of mind and with a different recent life-experience from their colleagues.  

 Think about the young player lining up for his first game in a senior team. He 

might just indulge in a little dissent as he tries hard to establish himself in the 

team. 
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 Think about the older player who is coming to the end of his playing days. Will 

he want to go out with a reputation for good behaviour, or might he decide to 

go out ‘with a bang’? He could be a problem for you. 

 What about the player who is playing his first game after a period of 

suspension? Might he have learned his lesson, or has he a chip on his shoulder 

and wants to seek revenge on the referee in today’s game? You have to be 

ready for him, and you’ll need to choose carefully just how you will approach 

him if he starts to show dissent. 

 What might happen if a player has arrived at the ground for the game after 

just being involved in a furious argument with his wife of girlfriend? Is he likely 

to be the essence of good behaviour and courtesy if you give a decision he 

doesn’t appreciate? How might he be best approached by the referee? 

 And it could be that the first player to voice his disagreement has just been 

caught speeding on his way to the game. Is he likely to be the player who 

loses his calm? 

Every player on the field could be the one whose dissent, if not dealt with sensibly, is 

the beginning of trouble later in the game. 

As referee, you need to be prepared for all sorts of dissent when you are on the field. 

This is all part of the challenge of being the person with the whistle. 

Types of dissent 

There are an infinite number of ways in which players show dissent. Some are very 

public, such as deliberately kicking the ball many yards away after conceding a free-

kick, or shouting loudly in derogatory terms about your latest decision. Whether it is 

dissent by action or by word, you must decide quickly what you are going to do 

about it. Just ignoring it is not a sensible option. 

You need to assess the kind of dissenting comment that has been made, for it is the 

comments rather than the actions that are the harder situations to control. Ask 

yourself if the comment was a spur-of-the-moment one, made in frustration, or was it 

a very calculated one, made after a few seconds delay and perhaps decorated with a 

little sarcasm? Be alert to comments directed to a player’s colleagues but clearly 

meant to be about you or for your ears. An example of this is something like the 

player who shouts to his colleagues, “Come on, lads. This referee isn’t giving off-sides 
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today.” Would you be able to get out of that kind of situation without using your 

yellow card? Dare you try to control it with a touch of humour? What effect will your 

response have on the other players? 

Are you prepared to make use of the team captain who has so far in the game shown 

qualities of leadership among his colleagues? Is it worthwhile asking him to control 

his dissenting team mate before you have to adopt a strong approach? Is that 

weakness on your part, or could it be good man-management? 

What about your own attitude to dissent? 

Ask yourself to what extent you can afford to be flexible in your approach to players 

who dissent, without running the risk of being accused of adopting an inconsistent 

approach. What will the players reactions be if your start early in the game with a 

caution for dissent? Before you use that kind of approach, are you fully aware of how 

difficult it might be to justify later on in the game not cautioning an action or 

comment of dissent? 

Concluding comments 

The referee who never had a few problems with dissent has not yet been born, and 

his potential parents have not yet met each other! There is nothing wrong with 

admitting that sometimes you have not dealt with dissent in the best manner. 

Refereeing is a wonderful activity of person-to-person relations over the period of a 

couple of hours or so. You will certainly make mistakes, but if you work consistently 

on thinking about all aspects of dissent, you will certainly improve this aspect of your 

work with every game that comes along. 

A few words of advice apply to all aspects of refereeing, including dissent --- 

Fail to prepare; prepare to fail 

FOOTNOTE: 

Do you keep a record of the times in the game when offences occur for which you have had to caution 

or dismiss players? 

It is a worthwhile extra task to perform as it may just tell you when your concentration (and 

determination?) are at their weakest. 
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THE ASTROTURF STORY 
 
The Sheffield Star recently highlighted the AF’s plans for the future development of excellent 

facilities for our younger generations. This was announced by FA Chairman Greg Dyke 

during a visit to the city. 

 

Knowing that my refereeing friend in the United States, Mike Muschick in Missouri, would be 

interested in these plans (--- we frequently exchange information on refereeing and other 

football developments), I made use of the e-mailing facility kindly provided by the newspaper 

and sent the details to him. It was with the usual interest that I awaited his comments, and 

they were not long in arriving. 

 

Mike worked for Monsanto in the days when AstroTurf was pioneered, and he has sent us a 

wonderful piece of history. This is what he has written. 

 
 

Here is the story of how AstroTurf was invented 
 

Research started in 1963and I think the first installation took place three years 

later...remember: we started from scratch! Many thought we were crazy to even try to 

develop ’plastic grass’.... 

 

I had joined Monsanto Co. in St Louis in the Research Department in 1963, right out 

of college. 

 

One of my first assignments was to attend a meeting of various Monsanto 

Research groups who were welcoming the top brass from the Houston Astros 

Major League baseball team. My instructions were to keep my mouth shut and 

observe/learn. In attendance were Monsanto colleagues from several product 

areas like Fibres and Plastics and Adhesives and Foams, all of which were 

Monsanto business lines. The baseball people were headed by Judge Roy Hofheinz, 

their President/Owner at the time. 

 

The baseball people explained that in the world's 8th wonder (the 100% 

covered Astrodome) there was a problem. Players were dropping fly balls left 

and right because the glare of the clear roof panels made it almost 

impossible to see the ball. Sunglasses were of no help. Their suggested solution was 

paint the roof panels to block the sun rays!  Great idea, right? 

 

Guess what happened to the GRASS!  It died. It had to be replaced about every four 

weeks --- at a cost of about a quarter of a million dollars each time! 

Over eight or nine months, that adds up to a heavy cost, so the baseball people 

asked: would it be possible to produce a "plastic grass"? The Astros gave Monsanto 

$250,000 seed money to get started, not just once, but three times!  They 

were impressed when they saw the progress we showed in our Research Dept. 
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Remember: we had NO PLACE TO GO for help because this was ‘new to the world’ 

work. 

 

We co-operated with Goodyear in Akron OH because they had the best foam 

technology on the planet (thick/thin/open and closed cell/soft-hard 

etc). They made some great suggestions about how to get the substrate more 

and more "real soil-like". 

 

For a while I had a dream assignment: from the top floor (the 8th) in our 

downtown Monsanto Queeny Plant building. I had to drop regulation size baseballs 

onto small pieces of foam or foam with "grass pile" or just grass alone 

etc. I was given the task of dropping those baseballs it only when the outside 

temperature was in the 65 to 85 degree range (remember: the Astrodome is air 

conditioned).  

 

I had to hold/drop the ball exactly the same way each time, holding it between my 

forefinger and thumb, and I had to account for every ball used, as the baseballs were 

REAL major league balls. I was in charge of over 10,000 REAL major league baseballs -

-- wow! No stealing or even giving one to a friend was allowed! Just try writing this 

one in your research notebook: explain how to do this, (and for patent 

purposes) we finally took some still and motion pictures. That helped. 

 

 

The Houston baseball people got all excited when they saw the first-ever 

piece of plastic grass at one of our review meetings. They wanted eight-foot 

wide rolls with as much grass pile on it as possible --- delivered tomorrow! 

They, and we, at that moment, had no idea how to produce enough for a 

whole stadium field. Also, we learned very quickly that this is really a 

construction business. It's what you put UNDER the plastic grass that is 

even more critical than the fibre pile/foam above. We went to the experts 

(our Monsanto customers)  in the carpet world in Dalton GA and they figured 

out a way to make at least pilot plant rolls of several feet width. The guys 

in the carpet mills loved that challenge.  And they delivered!  I'll never 

forget standing at the end of a calendar line and seeing the world's 

first-ever, six-foot wide piece of AstroTurf being born! 

 

We then continued the project and eventually figured out how to produce 

commercial quantities. The whole invention process took about two years. 

Patents were granted in 1965 and were the basis of many lawsuits later. 

Companies were suing over pile height and various other fundamentals, as 

part of selling the business and start-ups by competitors. 

 

The Houston Astros loved it, too.  No more grass replacement! Reduced 

maintenance cost! The maintenance crew in Houston paid for more than one 
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party for all of us! They could care less about the ‘strawberries’ (injuries in the form of 

skin burns) suffered by professional soccer players who also played in the stadium 

then! Baseball players use sliding pants anyway.  

 

Later, players like Pele and Beckenbauer and Cruyff and Bobby Moore and George 

Best played on AstroTurf fields They altered their game in two ways: one, never do a 

sliding tackle and two, always deliver the ball on the ground or in the air, but 

DIRECTLY (no bounce) to the target head or foot...No bouncing balls! Keepers had a 

tough time with bouncing shots.... 

 

One more item worth adding is this --- at the decision-making meeting to go 

commercial, Judge Hofheinz again came to St. Louis. We were talking about a code 

name for this project and were thinking PG1 or Plastic Grass 1 or MonGrass or 

ChemGrass etc, so the Judge, in his Texas accent, said: "Hell, no, 

gentlemen! We are the only customer. We are the Houston Astros, so we should call 

this stuff ASTROTURF!" We all agreed that was a fantastic idea, 

especially since he was paying part of the bill! 

 

In the late 80's and 90's, the business really took off. Indoor arenas and 

other (non-sports) applications wanted the product as well. Monsanto finally 

sold the business to Balsam in '88 and they sold it to SRI in '96. I'm not 

sure which company or companies are providing Field Turf etc today. My guess 

is that one company provides the ‘foam-backed carpet on rolls’ and a 

different company takes care of the installation -- because the 

expertise/technology involved for either one is quite different. 

 

Today, there are various versions of plastic grass....most have 

polypropylene pile now, no longer nylon. The most advanced options include 

heat reduction or microbial protection options. The best ones have the 

capability to encapsulate "infill", which are those little black dice-like 

chips that stick to the uniforms and face and get in your eyes. This is 

especially a negative for the ‘other’ football because the players wear 

helmets, but medics just remove the pellets and play continues. 

 

The benefit of the technology to include "infill - black pellets" is that 

the product behaves like most ‘real grass’. Colleges, pro stadiums and even 

high school stadiums now use this version in the US. I assume this is what 

FIFA refers to as the 3G version. It takes about two years for the black 

particles to be permanently embedded, and by then they won't transfer to the 

surface any more. Then you can play, without problems or maintenance, for at 

least eight or nine years before replacement. 

 

Oh, wait! I refereed on FieldTurf yesterday. I have to go and shake my 

socks and strip the black and green stuff from them before washing them. 
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Then I'll remove those pesky particles from the sides and soles of my shoes. 

My shoes look ‘green’ now, on the outside. I just take them to the shower 

and let the water remove the green fibre pieces. 

 

That's the story of the birth of AstroTurf. Monsanto never made 

significant money on it, because all we supplied was the nylon for the 

‘grass’ fibre (which has changed to mostly polypropylene now). The money is 

in the substrate and the water removal pipes underneath. But the Monsanto 

AstroTurf people gave a five-year warranty at a time when we wanted to get out of 

the business; that's what kept us in it longer than we wanted.  

 

When the business grew faster and faster --- for 24/7 use in ‘no grass possible’ areas 

--- Monsanto invented a way to ‘unzip’ the turf and take it away in rolls, in 

case the field would flood! Why take it up? Because many fields are near a river and 

fish would get into the water-removing pipes underneath the fields, making clean-up 

impossible. Everything had to be replaced 100%. So taking up and re-installing the 

‘carpet’ was the preferred/cost effective option. We used the St. Louis 

Soccer Park as a demo project for many potential customers coming to town 

for discussions about AstroTurf. 

 

That, Mike Muschick, is a very interesting and personal story, and I know many of our readers 

will find it useful. If they choose to send this on to those influential people who really need to 

know, so much the better.  

 

A FEW THOUGHTS FOR YOU, REF! 

The following observations have been made during the early weeks of the current season by an 

experienced assessor. They are an amalgamation of thoughts based on what was seen in several 

games. In all the games, the referee has the help of two neutral assistant referees. 

 

If any of these questions apply to you, please give it some deep thought, It might just make you a more 

effective referee as you seek to climb the promotion ladder. 

 When a goal kick is about to be taken, where do you think your best positioning might be if 

you are going to see all that you need to see in midfield? Are you sensibly placed if you are 

somewhere inside the centre-circle? Might you stand wider than that, perhaps somewhere out 

towards the touchline? Will you ever choose to stand alongside the rearmost defender of the 

team defending the goal kick, and if so, why? Do you use the early goal kicks in the game as a 

guide to help you judge the likely landing-area of the ball after the goal kick? Why do some 

referees watch the ball in flight instead of watching the players, who will surely ‘tell’ you by 

their actions where the ball will come down? 
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 What is so fascinating about the grass that you spend quite a lot of dead ball time looking at 

it? Where might your eyes be more usefully trained at such times? Do you ever try to make 

the occasional eye-contact with a player who has just infringed or looks likely to temporarily 

lose his composure? 

 Why does the penalty area become an apparent no-go zone during open play? Have you 

made a conscious effort not to go in there? Has it never occurred to you that, together, the two 

penalty areas make up nearly twenty per cent of the total playing area? 

 Do you ever rush your indication of a goal kick or a corner kick and then find several protests 

coming your way as players shake their heads or smile to each other? Has it not occurred to 

you that by waiting just a second or two when you are not 100% certain whether it’s a goal 

kick or a corner, the players might often make the decision for you: their reactions and 

movements will often tell what the right decision should be? 

 Do you think that those situations where you need to decide whether it was a foul when boots 

and the ball come quickly together might just be slightly different on a wet, greasy playing 

surface than they are when it is very dry? Might you be just a little too hasty to decide on a foul 

at such times? Have you thought about waiting just a second to see what the players’ 

reactions are? If you did that, would the players automatically think you have waited for an 

appeal before you made your decision? 

 How often do you make use of a controlled smile to help keep a situation free of unpleasant 

reactions? Most players have a sense of humour, and they respect an understanding referee, 

don’t they? 

 Can you ever be seen showing a red card to a player who quietly uses unacceptable language 

to you after a controversial decision three-quarters of the way through the game, when the 

opposition manager has spent all that time yelling foul-mouthed about all sorts of things, so 

that everyone in the ground can hear it, yet you have simply ignored it? 

 

“Football referees? You must be joking!” is a 130-page paperback full of jokes, witticisms, 

quote and anecdotes about the humorous side of refereeing. Compiled by RA stalwart Brian Palmer of 

Reading RA fame, it’s a ‘dabbling’ book, the sort that will bring a smile or two to your face even if you 

only have half a minute to spare some time. 

“Football referees? You must be joking!” is worth every penny of the mere £4.99 it costs. You 

can easily order a copy from amazon.co.uk 

If you are into refereeing in any way at all and somebody asks you what you want for your 

birthday or for Christmas, you could do far worse than ask for a copy of this several-smiles-a-

page publication. You can get one yourself for the outlay of a fraction of a single match fee.2 

Alliance close, 6SD024 7635 1490 
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YOU NEED TO SEE THIS! 

Winter Offers from SPORTING TOUCH 

 

Among offers available while stocks last --- 

 

*** NIKE 2014 Referee’s Set 

normally £57.98, but available for £44.99 

 

*** JOMA Referee’s Kit 

normally £64.99, but available at £29.85 

 

*** plus other offers, such as whistles, cards and the like 

 

Contact SPORTING TOUGH via www.rashop.co.uk 

Telephone 024 7635 1490 

Unit 12, Alliance Close, Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV11 6SD 

 

 

 

That’s it for this issue from BENCHMARK. We hope you’ve found it interesting and 

useful. 

 

If you have any contribution to make towards our next edition in February, please 

send it to the Editor in good time. Meanwhile, get yourself ready for Christmas in the 

right way for a referee --- don’t over-eat and be very careful how much alcohol you 

consume! 

http://www.rashop.co.uk/

